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Abstract
We construct an unsupervised learning model that achieves nonlinear
disentanglement of underlying factors of varia5on in naturalis5c videos.
Previous work suggests that representa5ons can be disentangled if all
but a few factors in the environment stay constant at any point in 5me.
As a result, algorithms proposed for this problem have only been tested
on carefully constructed datasets with this exact property, leaving it
unclear whether they will transfer to natural scenes. Here we provide
evidence that objects in segmented natural movies undergo transi5ons
that are typically small in magnitude with occasional large jumps, which
is characteris5c of a temporally sparse distribu5on. We leverage this
finding and present SlowVAE, a model for unsupervised representa5on
learning that uses a sparse prior on temporally adjacent observa5ons to
disentangle genera5ve factors without any assump5ons on the number
of changing factors. We provide a proof of iden5fiability and show that
the model reliably learns disentangled representa5ons on several
established benchmark datasets, oDen surpassing the current state-of-
the-art. We addi5onally demonstrate transferability towards video
datasets with natural dynamics, Natural Sprites and KITTI Masks, which
we contribute as benchmarks for guiding disentanglement research
towards more natural data domains.

Natural Transi.ons in Ground Truth Factors are Sparse. Transi5on
sta5s5cs of object masks in natural videos. Red lines indicate fits of
a generalized Laplacian distribu5on (shape parameter alpha).

Proof illustra.on. If both true and fiPed
model have sparse transi5ons between pairs
of embedded images, but the model
representa5on is rotated with respect to the
ground truth latents, then the generated
image distribu5ons cannot be matched.

Model illustra.on. The leD two plots show the posterior and prior for
the first image in a pair and they are iden5cal to the standard VAE
model. The two plots on the right show the posterior and condi5onal
prior for the second 5me step, with the mean of the prior centered
around the posterior mean of the previous 5me step.

Conclusions
• We present a set of video datasets that are increasingly more natural

using measurements from natural scenes.
• We provide evidence that natural genera5ve factors undergo sparse

changes across 5me, which we exploit by extending the VAE framework
with a sparse temporal prior.

• We provide theore5cal jus5fica5on for our model by proving that it is
iden5fiable assuming temporal sparsity.

• We demonstrate improved disentanglement over previous models using
quan5ta5ve metric evalua5on across several datasets as well as
visualiza5ons of the learned manifolds.

Performance evaluation on DisLib benchmark datasets. Median and
absolute deviation across 10 random seeds. First three rows from [1].

Dsprites latent visualiza.ons. Top half are MCC correla5on matrices (greedily
matched latents) for different models from DisLib. BoPom, latent over ground truth
for different factors, coloured by shape.

Latent traversals on KiD Masks. LeD, MCC scores. Right, corresponding latent traversals.
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